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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  we study a s tat ionary  Electrochemical  Machining (ECM) problem with a threshold 
current. The existence of a threshold current in ECM problems was proposed by Lacey and 
Shil lor [1]. Also, see the survey [2] for more detai ls and references. Here we are specif ically 
interested in the crit ical s teady-state problem in which the normal derivative of the potent ia l  is 
a constant on the free boundary.  
We denote a point in R N by X = (X', y), where X ~ E R N-1. Denote by A tile gap which 
separates the electrodes and which is filled with a suitable lectrolyte. The boundary  of A consists 
of two parts,  
0A=TuF ,  
where r is a given cathode surface y = c(X~), X ~ E R N- l ,  and F is the anode surface Y = 
a(X~), X ~ E R N- l ,  which is not a priori known. 
Let A and L be posit ive constants. We assume ~- is Lipschitz continuous and piecewise C L't 
surface and c(X' + Le.i) = c(XI), V X '  = (xl,.  . . ,XN-1)  E RN-1;  here ei E R N-1  is ti le unit 
vector in x<axis  direction (1 < i < N - 1). Let ¢ = ¢(X)  denote the electrical potent ia l  ill A 
and set u = -¢ .  The classical formulation of the problem is as follows. 
PROBLEM (P) .  F ind a pair (u ,F)  such that  a(X') > c(X'), VX '  E R N- l ,  and 
-Au  = 0 in A, 
u = 1 on T, 
u=0onF ,  
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
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- ;~ on F, (1.4) &, 
u(X'  + Lei, y) = u(X', y) in A, (1.5) 
a(X' + Lei) = a(X'), VX' E R N- l ,  1 < i < N - 1, (1.6) 
where u is the exterior unit normal to the boundary F of A. This model describes an ECM 
procedure in which a large number of workpieces with same shape are put in the same line. 
When N = 2, by using conformal mapping x + iy ~ exp (x - iy), (here i = ~ and for 
simplicity, assume c(X') > 0, VX' E RN-1), we can transform Problem (P) to a "hole-boring 
problem" with a threshold current being a function of distance in which the anode surrounds 
the electrolyte and the cathode lies in the electrolyte. The hole-boring problem was studied by 
Tepper [3,4], and Lacey and Shillor [1] with a constant threshold current, and by Beurling [5] and 
Fasano [6] with a variable one under some particular assumptions. Our results do not  coincide 
with theirs even in this case. The methods used here are closely related to the classical work of 
Alt and Caffarelli [7] and to the study of jets and cavities (e.g., see [8]). An approximate solution 
to the evolutionary ECM problem in a special domain has been studied in [9]. 
In Section 2, we shall establish the existence and uniqueness for an auxiliary minimum problem 
with free boundary. In Section 3, the regularity of the free boundary is proved. Then we obtain 
the existence of the classical solution to Problem (P). Finally, in Section 4, we prove that the 
classical solution is unique. 
2. A MIN IMUM PROBLEM WITH FREE BOUNDARY 
Let R be a positive constant o be determined later. We put 
X = (X ' ,y )  = (X l , . . . ,XN- I ,y )  E R N, 
f t=  {X  E RN; I x i l<L ,  l< i<N-1 ,  c(X') < y < R} ,  
121 = f~{X; -L<x i<0,  1<i<N-1} ,  
92 = f tN{X;  0<x~<L,  1<i<N-1} ,  
S= {x  E RN; Ixi[ < L, I< i<N-1 ,  y= R}.  
Introduce the closed convex set 
K = {v E Hl(ft);  v = 1 on ~-, v = 0 on S, v (X '+ Lei,y) = v(X' ,y)  in fh,  1 < i < N-  1} 
and the functional 
: 
Consider the minimum problem: find 
£ (Ivvl 2 + a ({v > o})). 
u E K such that 
J(u) : min Y(v). (2.1) 
vGK 
THEOREM 2.1. If R > Iic(x)IIoo + 1, then the minimum problem (2.1) has a unique solution u 
and it satisfies the following properties, 
(i) 0<u<l ,  
(ii) u E C~(f~), Vc~ E (0, 1) and u is harmonic in the open set {u > 0}, 
(iii) for any N-vector l with components in C 1 (~) vanishing near r U S and v(X'  + Le~, y) = 
~(X' ,y)  in f~ (1 < N-  1), 
lira f (IVpl 2 - A 2) r] .u : 0, (2.2) 
~\o Jo{~>~} 
where u is the normal. 
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REMARK 2.2. Theorem 2.1 (iii) shows that  if the free boundary 0{u > 0} in C 1 and if ~1 is in C 1 
in {u > 0} uniformly up to the free boundary, then 
IVul = A on the free boundary. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Noticing the set K is nonempty when R > Hc(X)lloc + l, we can 
now proceed as in [7] to prove the existence of the solution and Properties (i)-(iii). To prove the 
uniqueness of the solution, we suppose that ,~ is another solution and extend both u and 5 by 
one into {y <_ c(X') ,  VX '  C R N-1 } and by zero into {y > R}. "vV~ put 
~ ={X: Ix i  I <L ,  1 < i< N- l ,  c (x ' )+e<y<R+a} 
and boundary r~ and S~. similarly, and the functional 
4(v) - -  £~ ( Iv4~ + A~x ({,., > 0})) 
over the class of functions corresponding to ~2¢. 
Introduce the functions u~ = u(X ' ,y  - s ) ,  Vl -- max ('us,'5) 'v2 = min(u~,5). Obviously 
~'1 E K~, Ue ~ Ks, and v2 E K. We claim that 
4(u~)  + J(fz) = ,]e(vl) + J(v2). (2.3) 
In fact, if we develop both sides, it is sufficient o prove that 
/ o. (IV-.l' - IV.ll') : £ (lV,,,,l' - IV<'), (2.4) 
fo(x ({~ > 0)) - ({~, > 0})) : / (~ ({.,,. > 0}) - ({~ > 0})) X (~.5) ;v 
Since [1~ r? {u¢ < '5} = f~ O {u~ < g} and ~ N {t% = 0} N {'h > 0} = 9. N {u~ = 0} ~ {5 > 0}, 
equations (2.4) and (2.5) are obvious. 
It is clear that  4(Ue) _< Je(vl) and J(~) < J('v2), so that by (2.a), 
4(u~) = 4(<)  : v(~) = J(v,,). (2.G) 
\Ve claim that either 
uc_>u,  in f tU f te  or ( t>ue,  i n f t tOf~.  (2.7) 
If follows that u~ > f~ in ft since u~ = 1 > g on r~. Thus, u _> ~ in f~ by taking e ~ 0. Similarly, 
we have ~ > u in ft. So u -= g in ft 
It remains to prove (2.7). Suppose that there exists a point X0 E f t  N ft~ such that 
0 < uc (X0) = 'u(Xo) < 1. 
Let V be a small sphere with center X0 such that 0 < u~ < 1 and 0 < ~ < 1 in V. And let w be 
the harmonic function in V with boundary value v2 and extend w periodically along X'-direct ion 
and then define w is equal to v2 in the rest part of fL If w ~ v'2, then 
fv IVwl~ < ; ,vv'2l~ 
and consequently, J (w) < J(v2). This gives a contradiction since v2 is the minimizer of J by (2.6) 
and w ¢ K. 
Therefore, w ~ v2 in V. Since ue, (*, andv2 are harmonic in V, we haveue ~= ~, = v2 in V 
by using the strong maximum principle. Noticing that u~ and ~ are minimizers f()r ,]e and J, 
respectively, the sets {0 < u~ < 1} and {0 < g < 1} are connected. By unique continuation, 
we have ue = g in f tN f ten{0 < ue, g < 1} and also in f~Nfte.  So ~ = ~z~ = 1 on r~ It is 
contradictory to the fact that  ~ < 1 on re. Then we cannot have 
0 < ue(Xo) = (*(Xo) < 1 
at any point Xo ~ ft C~ f~e. This completes the proof of (2.7). 
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COROLLARY 2.3. For the solution of problem (2.1), we have 
Ou 
- -  <0 in fk  
Oy-  
PROOF. Applying assertion (2.7) to u = ~, we have u(X~,y -~)  >_ u(X',y), Ve > O. 
REMARK 2.4. From Corollary 2.3 it follows that 
F :y=a(X ' ) ,  Ixgl<L, i=  1 , . . . ,N -  1, 
where a(X') is some function satisfying that c(X ~) < a(X') < R and a(X' + Le.i) = a(X'), V X'  E 
R N- 1, i = 1 , . . . ,  N - 1. The further regularity of F will be studied in next section. 
3. REGULARITY  OF FREE BOUNDARY 
If we translate the domain f~ along the direct ion/ '= (/t, lN), l' C R N- l ,  satisfying [4 = 1 and 
IN > fl[[c(X')I[Lw, and define corresponding ue(X', y) = u(X' -e l ' ,  y -~IN) and J~, then by 
proceeding the almost same argument as the proof of the uniqueness in Theorem 2.1, we get 
Ou 
--= < 0 in ~. 
Ol 
This yields the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. y = a(X') e Lip(R N-l) and Ila(X')IIL p < IIc(X')IIL  ,. 
PROOF. Given any X E {u = 0}. Clearly, there is a open cone M + = M+(X ') with vertex X 
opening "7 = 7r/2- arctan(ltc(X)llLw) > 0, and with axis parallel to eN = (0,0 . . . .  ,0, 1) such 
that M + n ~ C int{u = 0}. Let Xo = (X~, a(X~)) C F and denote by M-  the open cone with 
vertex Xo, opening 7, and axis parallel to -en  and suppose that there exists a point Xa E M-  rhf~ 
such that X1 E {u = 0}. Then by using the preceding assertion we have X0 E int{u = 0}, a 
contradiction since X0 E F. It follows that M-  A ~t C {u = 0}. Then 
la (X')  - a (X~)] 
IX'-X I <-IldX)ltL p, 
VX ~ E R N-l, 
and the proof is complete. 
In order to prove the analyticity of F, we will show that F, does not intersect {y = R} if R is 
large enough, which also implies that the solution does not depend on R. 
LEMMA 3.2. I lk  > 2[[c(X')[[~ + 4(1/A 2 + l/A), then u - 0 in t2A {y >_ k}. 
PROOF. Let v = (2/k)(k - y)+. Since we choose R > 21[c(X')[l~, rain (u,v) is an admissible 
function. Thus, J(u) <_ J (min(u, v)), which implies that 
~n{v>k/2} ([~7u[2 + > o})) 
-<f~ (]Vmin (u " v)[ 2 
n{v>k/2} 
+ ({rain v) > 0})). 
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Then, 
.£><~,>,~} ( Ivl~ 
= - £ V (~ - v) + V (~ + v) 
n{kl2<v<~-} 
k v=k} 4(£ ) 
5 k N{y>k} N{y>k} 
4(1  1)~ (,Vu[2 A~(({u 
-<~. V + + n{y>/,- }
> 0})). 
When k > 21tc(X')lloo + 4(1/A 2 + I/A), we see that u = 0 in f~ c? {y > k}. 
From the regularity theory of Alt and Caffarelli [1], we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.3. F is an analytic surface. 
According to the results obtained above, we can deduce the existence of the classical solu- 
tion (u,F) to Problem (P) satisfying that u C C~(A) C~ C°°(A - r )  and y = a(X') is analytic. 
We shall establish the uniqueness of the solution in the next section. 
4. UNIQUENESS OF  THE SOLUTION TO PROBLEM (P )  
In this section, we prove a comparison theorem which yields, in particular, the uuiqueness of 
the solution to Problem (P). 
Let A1 and A2 be two positive constants and denote the corresponding solution by (ftl, (I.I(Xt)) 
and (~*2, a2(X')), respectively. 
TttEOREM 4.1. IrA2 >_ Al, then, 
(i) ul > u2 in t?, 
(ii) a l (X '  ) ~ a2(X ' ) ,  VX '  C a t -  ~ {l~*l < L, i -- 1 , . . .  ,N  - 1}. 
PROO~'. First, we note that the Assertion (i) is equivalent to (ii). Suppose there exists a point 
X~ ~ R u-a  A Q' such that a2(X~) > a~(X~). It follows that there exists a numbers ~ > 0 such 
that 
a2 (X') <_ al (X') + 5, VX' c 9.'. 
Let ?i be the smallest positive number with this property. Then there is a point X~ C 9.' such that 
n.2(X'~) = a l (X~)+ 5. Setting 52(X', y) = u2(X', y + a) in t) - f~ c~ {e(X') < y < 02(X ' ) -  ~}, we 
get u~ > '~2 in f~ by the maximum principle. Since u~ =/i2 at the boundary point (XI, a~ (X'~)), 
it follows, by the Hopf's Lemma, that 
OUl C~ 2 
- -  - - ,  (X i ,  al  (X ' l ) )  0u < 0u  a t  ' , 
that is, --A 1 < -A2,  which contradicts the assumption A2 >_ A2. 
COROLLARY 4.2. There exists at most one classical solution to Problem (P). 
In summary, we have proved the following result. 
TItEOREM 4.3. Problem (P) h~ one and only one classical solution (u, P). Moreover. F is an 
analytic surface. 
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